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Abstract. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is increasingly pervading
everyday life of western societies. Systems collect, process, and distribute information for
most various reasons, such as to save energy, to provide more comfort and security
through home automation, to support transportation and mobility, and to take advantage
of cyber physical systems in industrial plants. Based on data, systems may either make
decisions and act themselves or inform users about their analysis for them to act. IN both
cases, it is crucial for the administrative staff to maintain informational awareness and
support coordination in different tasks and use cases. To provide users with a “systemsof-systems”, we developed a user-centered visualization framework, which follows a dual
approach by containing static visualizations as well as a tool for the creation of individual
data views. The visualization tool provides flexibility, informational awareness and easy
ways to access information behind complex data to maintain the user’s agency.

Introduction
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is being more and more
imprinted into the everyday life of western societies (see e.g. [2]). Particularly with
the advent of the “Internet of Things” (IoT), the vision of ubiquitous and pervasive
computing is becoming a reality and has strong impacts on business as well: Jobs
are advertised on LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter, production planning is taken
care of by advanced planning and scheduling systems, production machines

automatically collect production process data and ERP systems not only
automatically order materials but also assess and choose suppliers and prioritize
clients to provide a more stable production setting. With the emergence of new
cyber-physical systems in the context of the industrial internet of things (IIoT) all
these infrastructures will interweave even more forming new “systems of systems”.
In this article, we want to discuss experiences from various research projects
that focused on designing a system allowing users in different settings to assemble
their personal information visualizations. The challenge we faced lies in the sources
of data, which users were typically keen to use: Data was created within invisible,
distributed systems including various IoT sensors, actors and devices, some of
which were connected by shared middlewares, while other information stemmed
from external services, such as weather, stock or news services.
In addition, taking the user’s point of view, identifying relevant data sources
turned out to be highly context-dependent, e.g. depending on the role or task at
hand [5]. Deciding which information is relevant and should be integrated with
each other in order to gain relevant insights turned out not to be stable across
companies or even within different departments of one company, which
emphasized a non-neutrality of technology [6] or the need to reflect the
heterogeneity of social practices in which technology is embedded [18].
Taking both into account – 1) an increasing number of data sources that need to
be integrated into the IIoT and 2) the role or task dependent working processes,
which are shaped by case-specific social practices – technology design needs to
provide support for people to oversee (awareness) and steer (coordination)
processes within companies. In contrast to a fully automated vision of the IIoT, we
argue that ICT must support users to maintain their agency emphasizing their role
in the innovation of processes and infrastructures.

Supporting Users to Make Use of Systems of Systems
Nowadays new tools arise and systems collect and forward information for
various reasons, such as to save energy [5, 19]; to provide more comfort and
security through home automation [4, 12]; to support transportation and mobility
by sensors and new services [16, 23]; and to take advantage of cyber physical
systems in industrial plants [14]. While many of these services are just the
beginning in taking advantage of the newly available sensors or of interacting with
each other, it becomes obvious that those services interact more and more with each
other and form a new kind of system: “systems-of-systems” [21]. While, according
to Stankovic [21] many issues regarding these new systems needs to be resolved,
such as scalability, architectures, robustness, security and privacy, he also
highlights how the “Humans in the Loop” need to be taken into account. Especially
in situations where humans are responsible for controlling the systems (e.g.
monitoring a manufacturing process) or in situations where the systems monitoring
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Figure 1: Core Features of open.DASH for providing informational awareness in IIoT

users to take appropriate actions (e.g. building automation or safety controls on
machines) it is important to maintain the user’s agency by creating information
awareness and/or coordination support.
In CSCW and HCI research this question is concerned with the design of
assistance and monitoring systems to support people in this analysis and the
associated use of this data [1]. In the related work it becomes clear that the
challenges in designing such systems is to take into account the different contexts
of use as well as the individual abilities and mental models of users [5, 8, 15, 22],
which may change over time through changing practices and data learning [4, 12,
17]. Due to the specificity of information, in the literature static solutions are
typically developed and investigated in individual contexts [9, 15] and very
individual user needs are not taken into account [10]. Particularly in the area of
information visualization, therefore, flexible solutions such as Prefuse [11] or the
InfoVis Toolkit [7] are being considered. These approaches aim to enable users to
develop visualizations meet their needs or questions individually. These systems
primarily aim at developers and require advanced IT and/or database knowledge in
order to be used purposefully. There is often a lack of more far-reaching concepts
for designing suitable human-machine interactions.
In the following, we present a solution that addresses regular users without
programming experience and that allows to assemble personal, task specific
dashboards.

The Example of ‘open.DASH’
To create informational awareness and support coordination in different tasks
and use cases, we have developed a user-centered visualization framework (figure
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1-1)[4, 12]. The framework contains a dual approach (combining the two from
literature), in that it contains static visualizations (figure 1-4) as well as a tool for
the creation of own data views by the user (figure 1-2 and 1-3). The static
predefined visualizations are developed context-specifically by empirical
requirements analysis in a user-centered approach, the tool for designing own data
views is based on an end-user development approach [13] to enable users without
programming knowledge to extend and adapt the system.
We have implemented both concepts in order to provide flexibility for case-specific
informational needs, as well as complex task-oriented visualizations that would
require programming experience or at least an understanding of Extract, Transform,
Load (ETL) operations. The main goals are twofold:
A data overview should provide a starting point by showing first possible databased use-cases, a catalogue with pre-defined visualization, where the user can
freely choose possibly suitable visualizations to add to the dashboard. The
development of pre-defined visualizations is mostly steered by the Visual
Information Seeking Mantra by Shneiderman [20], and first provides an overview
of the related topics and subsequently offers filtering and details on demand. Next
to visualizing numerical data, the system allows the user to analyze textual, logical
(true/false), geo and custom generic formats (for specific use cases) by predefined
widgets. Typically, these widgets serve highly specific task use cases, such as
highlighting frequently visited locations on a map using a heatmap for geo data.
Secondly, open.DASH provides individual visualizations to support detailed
data exploration and customization on demand [20], with an EUD environment.
The visualization creation process consists of four steps (see Fig. 1), following the
visualization pipeline by Card et al. [3]. Accordingly, in open.DASH, users select
and customize data source visualization using following four steps;
a. select the time range to show data of;
b. select the type of chart (line, bar, area and spider charts as well as a
heatmap visualization are available);
c. select additional options such as time based aggregation or options for
comparing (such as mean, min or max value of selected data points);
d. can check a preview of the visualization including options, such as
tooltips, zoom options or labels and colors of axis etc.

Discussion & Conclusion
Data and Information is central to many new services and is becoming more
important to former “analog” tasks, such as manufacturing processes or commerce.
While the increasing amount of information helps human users to perform their
tasks, it is also a necessary to create so called “systems-of-systems”, that can
provide complex, (semi-)autonomous services by exchanging relevant information.
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Especially in IIoT settings, looking at these (semi-)autonomous, complex
systems, there is a growing challenge to keep users in the loop, as expanding
infrastructures and networks require them to maintain a broad understanding of
cause-and-effect links across organizational departments or even across different
organizations and markets.
For tackling this challenge, we argue, users need a toolset to make use of the
“systems-of-systems” and thus a visualization tool that provides flexibility,
informational awareness and easy ways to access information behind complex data
to maintain the user’s agency. By doing so, users can contribute their expertise and
continue to iteratively enhance socio-technical infrastructures and processes.
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